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 Official Release Date: 13 June 2001. About the game: This special edition of Devil May Cry was designed exclusively for PlayStation 2 and has a unique design and special packaging that distinguishes it from the regular version. The main difference between this special edition and the regular version is the red box with the "Devil May Cry" logo on the top right corner, instead of the standard black
box. Also, the game manual and case are different. All the other features remain the same. Developer: Capcom. Game Play: Devil May Cry was first released in 1999 as an arcade game and the first console Devil May Cry was released in 2001. The game combines action and platform gameplay elements. The characters perform melee attacks, lightning-style firearms and special skills to defeat

enemies in the game. The primary focus is the game's three playable characters; Dante, Vergil, and Lady. There are various mini-games and a number of sub-quests which are independent of the main storyline. Devil May Cry features well-developed action gameplay and an engaging storyline.The game received critical acclaim and was a commercial success and received a large cult following. It was
followed by three sequels, Devil May Cry 3: Dante's Awakening, Devil May Cry 4: Special Edition, and Devil May Cry 5. Players who own the game can play the Dante Must Die and Velvet Room Mission modes with the use of any Dante Must Die or Velvet Room level. "The trademark fast and furious action of Devil May Cry has never been so unbridled." - "A beautiful, fun arcade shooter." - "Fun
and craziness." - "One of the most popular, well designed and fun action games of all time." - "Devil May Cry is without doubt, one of the most enjoyable games to be released in the last decade." - "The game offers some of the most fast-paced and ridiculous action anyone has played in quite a while." "This one is really tough and this game is fun." - "This Devil May Cry is a fun game from beginning

to end." - "This game is one of the best games to have come out since the original PlayStation. If you have not played it, you owe it to yourself to check it out." - "The "Beat-Em-Up" is back in full force on the PlayStation 2." - "When Devil May Cry first came out on the PS2, I was shocked by its raw brutality and 520fdb1ae7
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